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Join us for a special presentation, Q&A, lunch,
and a book signing with Sally Helgesen
Tuesday, October 23, 2018
11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Megaplex Theatres at The Gateway
Please watch for email invitation to RSVP
Sally Helgesen, noted by Forbes as the world’s premier expert
on women’s leadership, is a best-selling author, international
speaker, and leadership coach. For the last thirty years, Sally’s
mission has been to help women recognize, articulate and act on
their greatest strengths and to help organizations create more
inclusive cultures.
Sally most recent book, How Women Rise, co-authored with
legendary executive coach Marshall Goldsmith, examines the
behaviors most likely to get in the way of successful women.
Previous books include The Female Advantage: Women’s Ways
of Leading, hailed as a classic and continuously in print since
1990, and The Female Vision: Women’s Real Power at Work,
which explores how women’s strategic insights can strengthen
their careers and their organizations. The Web of Inclusion: A
New Architecture for Building Great Organizations, was cited in The Wall Street Journal as
one of the best books on leadership of all time and is credited with bringing the language of
inclusion into business.
Sally has delivered leadership programs for Fortune 500 clients across the globe as well
as The Distributed Education Network Oslo and the Women’s Leadership Forum of Kuala
Lumpur. She has led seminars at the Harvard Graduate School of Education and been
visiting scholar at Northwestern University, U-Nordic Stockholm, and Lauriston Institute AU.
A contributing editor to Strategy+Business magazine and a member of the International
Women’s Forum, Sally lives in Chatham, New York.

SAVE THE DATE FOR A
POWER LUNCH WITH SALLY HELGESEN
Tuesday, October 23, 2018
11:30 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Megaplex Theatres at The Gateway
165 South Rio Grande Street

